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1 Introduction
This paper aims to represent basic relations and some variations of eco-
nomic identities which are described in the simplest monetary transaction,
social aggregate transaction and international transaction. These are the
fundamental of a social account rule and a general equilibrium economic
system. It will be clear that all dimension in transactions have the same
essential relation to a accounting method. It's just the Walras' Law. Stock
and Flow, which are separated in National Income, are joined and treated
together in this paper.5 Because it must be easy to understand a reality of
economic transaction. This paper is a trial which gives a macro economic
theory and one of micro or accounting foundation.

Firstly, we describe the Accounting method in the simplest monetary
economy and it is same as the Double Entry Book-keeping style. This style
is the most important fact in this paper. This is maintained in describing
social account and an international trading.

Secondly, it is represented that this account rule is enlargeable to trans-
action among countries. That is a normal social account or national account.
SNA is well known as a standard social account and this is very similar to
Double Entry Book-keeping style 1.

Thirdly, we'll treat a social account system including financial institu-
tions. This treatment is a little complicated because of the existence of
securities, but the Accounting method or Walras Law will be unchanged.

Finally, we adapt the account to international transaction and describe
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the Walras Law's formula on the whole world model. It'll be shown how
economic identities in the Two Countries model of U.S.A and Japan change
maintaining the same Accounting method.

2 Budget Constraint and Double Entry Book-

  keeping

2.1 The simplest monetary economy

In this subsection we assume the simplest monetary economy. Now endow-
ments which any economic agent i have initially are Zj and M*. Z\ is goods
and Mi is money. And we assume that akind of goods is only one and goods
Z are production goods and consumption goods. It transacts through the
period and has the resulted assets Z and M at the end of a term. Then
formulative balance equation of goods will be as follows;

           Zl+bi=Si+Zi.         (1)

Bi is buying volume of agent i and Sj is selling volume. This formula just
describes a quantitative relation of goods transaction.
 On the other hand, the balance formula of money is as follows 2;

           Wi +PS, =pk +Mt.         (2)

p is a price. This price is decided in the market now.
 Then we can transform formula (2) by substituting formula (1), agent
i's balance formula in this time is as follows;

          Wi +p~Z~i = pZi + Mi.         (3)
  This is a balance of income and expenditure formula of pure exchange
economy of a single good and one period. Prom this formula (3), profit
formula 7Tj of agent i is as follows 3;

        7ri := (Mi -M) =p(^- ^)-       (4)

  The above rule mentioned means that income and expenditure relation
of the simplest transaction of agent i, but profit is definded as only change
of assets in the term.

2This equation represents a similar meaning of income and expenditure. That means
an account described a quantitative balance of money.

3Acutually, profit means just changing of choice of assets here. It is written for a
comparison with later formula.
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2.2 Production and Transaction

In this subsection let us assume a more general model than above, which
is the case when agent i will buy raw materials and will produce goods.
Quantitative balance formula of raw materials is as follows;

Tt+bi ^ xt+Xt. (5)

~Xiis endowments of raw materials at the beginning of a term, bi is amounts
of buying, Xi is input and Xj is inventories of raw at the end of a term.

Next quantitative formula of product is shown as follows;

%+Vi=Si+Zi (6)

Zi are inventories at the beginning of a term, y%are amounts of the products,
Si are amounts of sales and Zi are final inventories.

Then a balance of income and expenditure of agent i is shown as follows;

Wi +psi = qk +Mi (7)

This is formally similar to formula (2). p is the selling price of a product
and q is the buying price of raw materials. And we assume again that these
prices are already decided in the markets. Considered formula (5) and (6),
balance of income and expenditure formula follows above;

(Ml + qXl+p~Z~l) +pyi = qxi + (qX{ +pZ{ + M{). (8)

Equation (8) represents that a sum of initial assets and amounts of
product on the left hand side is equal to a sum of input and final assets
on the right hand side 4. Transformed formula (8) to an excess demand
formula, it follows 5

{Mi - Ml) + q[(Xi +Xi) - XI] +p[Zi - (Z~+y,)] = 0. (8')

The first term on the left hand side is an excess demand of money, the
second term is an excess demand of raw materials and the third term is an
excess demand of product 6.

4As we will show later, this formula is equivalent to Trial Balance Formula of Ac-
counting or Double Entry Book-keeping.

5Each term in this equation(8) can be interpreted as an excess demand of each good
orasset.

6As we'll show in detail later, a social sum of all agents is General Equilibrium System
and then derived formula (8') is the Walras' Law. The meaning of General Equilibrium
we said here is a system like each market depends respectively.
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 Then profit ttj of agent i is as follows 7;

    Ki := (pZi +qXi+Mi) - {p%+qTt+M) =m -q^i-  (9)

  The first formula gets profit from a difference between initial assets and
final assets. The second formula gets it from an amounts of product minus
input cost. Equation (9) shows that the sum of each formulas is equal.

2.3 Generalizing Production Factor

In this subsection we'll assume a production more concretely. Now assume
that agent i buys not only raw materials but another factors 8 and employs
labor forces N. Then quantitative balance is shown as follows;

           Ti+bi =xi +Xi         (5)

           K~+Ii = di+Ki         (10)

             Nl = Nt           (ll)

           'Z~i+yi = si+Zi.         (6)
 Equation (10) is a quantitative balance of production factor. Ki are en-
dowments of producton equipments (or fixed capital, production factor), /4
are amounts of investments 9 , d* are amounts of depriciation (or Consump-
tion of Fixed Capital, scraped equipments) and Ki are production equip-
ments at the end of a term 10.
 And formula (ll) is a balance formula of labor forces who are constantly
employed. The other formulas are the same as above.
 Then balance of income and expenditure formula is as follows;

       Wi +psi = qbi +rIi+wWi+Mi.      (12)

 But r is buying price of fixed capital and w is wage rate.
 Transformed formula (12) from formula (5), (10), (ll) and (6),

7As mentioned above, profit iti is defined as an amount increased of total assets, but
it finally results the differences of an amount production and raw materials. The similar
definition is gotten by Hicks. See Hicks[2]Chapl4,15.The profit is equivalent to value
added, because there are no labor, land and depriciation.

8For example, these are equipments, lands, buildings and so on. Here, these are
treated as investment in the lump.

9This is gross investment which involevs depriciation cost. l
10We assume that this agent uses employee just equal to planned volume of employee.

Weomit balance of labor as household here, but show it later.
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Wt+pYi + qX[+ r~Kl+ py{

=qxi+rdi+wNi +pZi+qXi +rKi+Mi. (13)

Terms from the first to the fourth on the left hand side are corresponding
to endowments of assets and the fifth term means amounts of product.
Terms from the first to the third on the right hand side are amounts of
input and terms from the fourth to the seventh represent final assets.

Transformed this to an excess demand formula, it follows;

\{pZi +wNi) -p(w + Zl)} +«[(*, +XJ -TQ
+r[(di+Ki) -TQ +{Mi- M^ = 0. (14)

Formula (14) is an accounting rule of agent i which is identically resulted u.
And from formula (12) profit tt{ of agent i follows 12;

m:=pZt+qX{+rKi+Mt - (pZl+qX~i+rKl+HI)

=pyi - (qXi +rdi +wNi). (15)

As mentioned before, it is shown that profit is acquired by deducting en-
dowments of assets from final assets or input costs from amounts of product 13.

2.4 Double Entry Book-keeping and General Equi-

librium

Nowit is already made clear above, that all balance of income and expendi-
ture equations are corresponding with accounting of firms, which is Double
Entry Book-keeping u. In order to show this clearly, we assume the previous
model (5)(10)(ll)(6).

Weassume that there are liabilities of bonds and stock, and loans by
buying securities 15. Then a balance of income and expenditure formula of
agent i is enlarged as follows 16;

M+Bai +psi = qbi + rli + wWi+ Bdi + Mt (16)

uWeassume that wage part is involved in a demand of product, but this assumption
is not always absolute. Equation (14) just shows a increase or decrease of costs of raw
materials and production factors. This equation means that an amounts of product
involved wage part and other term identically remains zero.

"Generally, this is called Closing Books in Accounting.
13This profit TXi is just company's earnings.
14See Numata[7] which is a basic and famous literature of accounting.
15But we assume that there are not any rate of yield of bonds for simplification.
16It's easy to enlarge a model including inventories. But weomit it because the essense

of this story would not change.
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This formula is nothing but Trial Balance Formula on accounting of
firms. Profits ir, of a firm from formula (16) are as follows;

jr< := (Mi + B(H) - (3S5+ Sjl). (17)

Then derived a relation like a balance sheet of firm from formula (17), it
follows;

Wi+Bsi+TTi = Bdi+Mi. (18)

7Tj shows Net Profit. The first and second terms on the left hand side
are a Liabilities term (Creditor) and the right hand side is a Assets term
(Debtor).

Moreover, the Profit and Loss formula as follows;

pSi = qbt + r/j +w~Nl+in. (19)

The left hand side shows amounts of sale, terms from the first to the
third on the right hand side are cost of sales and the final term shows Net
Profit 17.

Then it is clear that each formula means balance sheet table and, profit
and loss table on accouting.

After all, balance of income and expenditure formula of each agent above
and Trial Balance Formula of each firm (or production agent) are the same
with formula (12) or (16).

A difference between balance formula of agents and accounting of firms
is only a formal one where the former dedects a number of variables by
substituting quantitative balance to income and expenditure and ,on the
other hand, the latter remains amounts of sales and buying terms. Of course,
the formal difference is important when we interpret a economic meanings.
For example, it is easy for balance formula of agents to interpret a relation
of supply and demand, and budget constraint, while it is appropriate for
accounting to interpret balance of income and expenditure, and a relation
on Double Entry Book-keeping.

Nowtransformed formula (16) cosidering (5),(10),(ll) and (6), it follows;

Wi +pZi + qX\+r~K[4- Bsi +pyt

=qxf +rdt + wNi + Bdi +pZi +qXt +rKt + M{. (20)

17In the Profit and Loss of financial statements, profit 7r'are represented amounts of a
difference between sales and input costs directly. This representation is formally different
from the right hand side of above formula (15), which is usually represented in economic
theory.
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Terms from the first to the fourth on the left hand side represent endow-
ments of assets, the fifth term are liabilities and the sixth term are amounts
of product. Terms from the first to the third on the right side represent
amounts of input, the fourth term'means loan and terms from the fifth to
seventh mean assets at the end of a term.

Transformed this equation to an excess demand, identity included bonds
follows;

[(pZt +wNt) -p{yi +%)) +gKxt +Xi) -JQ
+r[(di+KJ -TQ +(Bdi-Bsi) +(Mi -Ml) = 0. (21)

Term of (## ~ Bsi) on the left hand side shows an excess demand of
securities.

2.5 Household's balance

Wehave until here omitted a balance of income and expenditure of labor
forces or household. Because we've been treating a simple economic model
which only production agents exchange goods each other. However, as it
became clear on generalizing production factor above, it happens that some
agents employ labor forces paying wage in a production society over a level
of scale. Because labor has usually no production methods, he doesn't trade
raw materials and production factor. So he gets wage by offering labor force
itself and lives by buying consumption goods.

Therefore, quantitative formulas of labor j are as follows;

ci = Cj. (22)

Wj^ Nj. (23)

We assume that household plans amounts of consumption cj and labor
supply Nj and does the same amounts 18.

Then considering these formulas, a balance of income and expenditure
of labor j is simply follows;

Wj+wWj =pCj+ Mj. (24)

Cj is volume of consumption.
If we assume that household borrows some money and purchases some

securities, this formula is generalized as follows;

lsOf course, wecan assume endowments and inventories of consumption goods, and
leisure part and real labor part of a day. But as it's not essential, so we omit that
assumption.
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Mj + Bsj +wNj ^ pCj +Bdj +Mj. . (25)

BSj are amounts of liabilities and B^ are amounts of purchasing securities.
And then considering profit of labor, that is known as saving. Repre-

sented it by TTj, it follows;

ttj := {Mj - 14]) + (Bdj - Bsj) = wty -pCj. (26)

This saving part ttj is known well as investment part loaned in economic
circulation.

This balance formula of labor will be needed when we consider a social
account framework as it is shown below.

3 Social Accounts and Walras' Law

As we confirmed in the previous section, the description of transaction by
production agent i and the accounting of firms are equivalent. In this sec-
tion, we show that the Framework of Social Accounts is derived by summing
up the accounting socially 19.

Now, summed up socially above (5), (10), (ll) and (6), it is as follows;

X+b=x+X '(27)

7<+I=d+K (28)

Wd=Nd (29)

~Z+y= s+Z. (30)

n
For example, X is ^ Xi and all variables without subscript mean sum-

ming up socially. And Nd shows total demand of labor by all production
agents 20.

And a summed balance of income and expenditure of production agent
i is as follows;

~M^+Bsp+ps = qb+rI+wNd+Bdp+Mp. (31)

Subscript p means summing on all production agnets.
Next, a summed balance of income and expenditure of labor j is as

follows;

19We refered Okishio[10][ll] on this point
20We omit there is no unemployment for simplification here.
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A4 + Bsh + wATs= pc+ Bdh+ Afh. (32)

Subscript h means summing on the whole labor. And Na shows total supply
of labor forces by the whole labor.

Therefore, We get social balance of income and expenditure by summing
up formula (31) and (32).

A?+Bs+ps+wNs =pc+qb+rl+wNd+Bd+M (33)

Here, M=Wp+A4,Bs =Bps+Bhs,Bd= Bpd+BM,M= MP+Mh.
Equation (33) is a balance of transaction aggregated on the whole national
economy 21.

Transformed formula (33) by formula (27) and (30), it follows;

=pc+qx+rd+rK+wNd+qX+pZ+Bd+M. (34)

Formula (34) is equivalent to Trial Balance Formula of a whole country and
it is a balance of all domestic transactions by money. Transformed this
formula, it follows;

p[Z+c-(y+Z)]+q(x+X-X)+r{d+K-~K)
+w(Nd-N3) +{Bd -B3) +(M- M) = 0. (35)

Equation (35) is equivalent to well-known Walras ' Law of economic the-
ory. Square brackets of the first term on the left hand side mean an excess
demand on a consumption goods market, round brakets of the second term
show an excess demand of an intermediate goods market. And the third,
fourth ,fifth and final terms on the left hand side show an excess of demand
of fixed capital, labor force, securities and money maket respectively. Sum
of these six markets transaction must identically be equal to zero.

Therefore, this Warlas' Law is always realized in any economy. If when
prices are hold constant in all period, the prices are called equilibrium prices.

Formula (34) or (35) is usually an identity on economic theory, and it is

21We simplify an assumption integrated to one kind of good and raw materials, but it
is easy to enlarge it to various kind of goods. Then formula follows;

n o m o n I

i=l h=l 3=1 h=l i=l t=l

Or used a vector formulation,

H+Bj+p's+wN, =p'c+q'b+wNd+Bd+M. (b)

However, since increasing kinds of goods doesn't influence our conclusion, weconsider
only the simplest case here.
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an fundamental framework on the system of national account, too.
Now, the return on a nation state level is usually called Net Worth 22.

Derived Net Worth II from formula (34), as it follows;

II= (M+Bd+qX+rK+pZ)-(M+Bs+qX+r~K+pZ)

=py-qx-rd'-\pc-w(Ns-Nd)]. (36)

We can interpret \pc - w(Ns - Nd)] as sum of social consumption ex-
cluded unemployment. Therefore, we can get a return equivalent to Net
Worth, as intermediate production and consumpition are excluded from to-
tal production. Moreover, the left hand side of the formula shows that it is
derived from increase or decrease of endowments and final assets, as well.

Then the national balance sheet of SNA is followed by formula(36);

M+Bd+q{X-X)+r(K-K)+p(Z-Z)=B,+M+n. (37)

The first term of the left hand side is monetary asset(except stock), the
second term is stock as assets, the third, fourth and fifth terms show Tan-
gible Fixed Assets and Inventory. The first term of the right hand side are
liabilities, the second is stock as Stockholder's Equity and the final is Net
Worth 23.

Moreover, describing a relation with Input-Output table from formula
(36), it follows;

py = qx+rd+ \pc-w(N.-- Nd)] +Il. (38)

The left hand side shows total product, the first term on the right hand
side is raw materials and the second and third is Value Added (or an amount
of Final Demand). Matched this to a fundamental model of Input-Output in
moneyterms£X, =£E<^+E*S (orEXi =EE<^+E^).

22New value yielded on domestic economy in a term is usually called Value Added.
Since this Value Added usually includes consumption part of economic circulation, a
part of net return carried forward to next term is Net Worth exactly and the concept is
better than Value Added. Actually the national balance sheet in SNA is made such as
it is. Therefore we define net worth as a return of the country. However, we'll tell later
about Value Added including a consumption part with GNP, it is usually used as a kind
of return in the country.

See Saitoh[12] , Miyazawa[6] , EPA[3] as to a basic framework of National Income Statis-
tics. About a basic difference between Social Accounts and Double Entry Book-keeping,
see Kurabayashi[4] and Kurabayashi and Sakuma[5].

23Defined Net Worth on SNA excactly, it follows;

NetWorth = National Income - consumption + Reconciliation
=Assets - (liabilities + Corporate Share)

=Saving on Capital Finance Account + Net Capital Transfers from the Rest of the World

+Statistical Discrepancies + Net Worth on Reconciliation Account, (c;
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£*i =w (39)
3=1

jr Y,aijXj = qx (40)

JTVj = rd+\pc-w(Ns -Nd)} +II (41)

i=i

Therefore, formula (38) is equivalent to Input-Output model directly.
Showing only Value Added part, we get a relation with the well-known

National Income. It follows;

Y=W+R=C+S. (42)

However, Y=py-qx,W+R=rd+\pc-w(Ns-Nd)]+II ,C issumof
consumption (that is pc) and S is sum of savings 24.

Moreover," from a view of economic circulation, formula (38) is as follows;

py=qx+rd+pc+U
-qx+rd+pc+S
=qx+rd+pc+rl=qx+C+1'
= qx+Y. (43)

But pc = \pc-w(Ns -Nd)], and /' is a sum of gross investment( /' = rd+rl
). Then Y of the right hand side of formula (43) is Value Added part on
National Income Statistics and it's just GNP. This formula is equivalent to
the equivalence of three or four phases of National Income.

And from a definition of GNP, it follows;

Y=C+I'=n+rd+t. (44)

t is indirect tax and n is National Income. Then this is an well-known
formula describing that National Income is gotten by excluding depreciation
cost and indirect tax from GNP.

As mentioned above, it is clear that the system of national account
as a social account framework is identified with Walras' Law in a general
equilibrium system.

24Here, II includes companies' consumption except household exactly, but we omit this
here.
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 4 Social Accounts with Financial Institu-

   tions and General Government

We treat a social account system including financial institutions and general
government here. That means that there is not only liabilities by bonds
and stock transaction, but also deposit as indirect financing and tax. These
financial factors are all treated as assets here. However, we omit an existence
of central bank and assume money supply is constant.
  Firstly, quantitative ralation of company i is enlarged from subsection
2.3.

            X'i+bi = xi+Xi          (5)
            Kl+Ii ^ di+K,         (10)

             Wi = Ndi           (ll)

            Z~i+yi = si+Zi.          (6)

            A+AA=A          (45)

            Wi + &Bdi = Bdi          (46)

            B~+ ABsi = Bsi          (47)

            Si'i + ASti ^ Sai          (48)

            S7i + ASsi = Ssi          (49)

D{ is deposit of company i , B& is demand for bonds, Bst is supply or sale
for bonds. Sdt is demand for stock and SSi is supply or sale for stock,
shows endowments.
  Then, considering above formulas, balance formula of income and ex-
penditure of company i is as follows;

Wi + {l +iB)B~i + {l +vjS~i + (l +i)'D'i +p(Zl+yi) +qTi +r~K'i + Ui  =pZi+q{xi +Xi) +r(di +Ki) +wNdi+Si+B{+D{+Tt +M,.(50)

B{ = Bdi - BSi is net demand for on bonds. Si = S& - Sai is net demand
for stock, ib is a rate of yield on bonds, assumed as a constant level, i is
a interest rate of deposit, which is also constant, v is dividends per stock,
which we assumed as to be at the same level. J/< represents subidies from
government. Tj is a corporation tax and equivalent to tp7Ti 25.
  And profit ttj is also as follows;

25tp is a corporatin tax rate and it is assumed constant for all companies here.
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        7T; := (pZi+qXi+rKt+Bt+S{+Dt+M{)
         -(pZl + qTi + rKl+ Ti +lTi +ITi + 'tfl)
  = ipVi +iB~Bi +v~S~i +iD~i+ Ui) - (qx, +rdi +wNdi +r<).  (51)
  Second, quantitative relation of household j is also enlarged from sub-
 section 2.5.

             c7 = Cj.           (22)

            N7j = Nsj.          (23)

          Tfj + b.Dj = Dj         (52)

          Wj + ABq ^ Bdj         (53)

          B~ + ABsj = Bsj        (54)

          3J+ A5(5 = 5(e         (55)

          S~+ AS)j = SB}        (56)

 Then a balance of income and expenditure of household j is as follows;

   Wj + (1 +ig)B~+(1 +v)~S~j+ (1 +ijWj+wNaj+Uj
            =pCj +Sj +Bj+Dj+Mj +Tj.   (57)

Notation meaning is the same as company's formula except subscript j.
Uj represtnts welfare benefit from government. Tj is an income tax and
equvalent with tjwNsi 26.
 Saving part -Rj is derived from this formula, it is as follows;

   7T,- := (Sj +Bj+Dj+Mj) - (M~j+B~+~S~j+~D~j)    = (wNaj + iB~B~ + v~S~j + i~b~ + Uj) - (pej + Tj).   (58)

  And third, quantitative relation of financial institutions 6 can be de-
scribed as follows;.

             N^ ^ Nm.           (59)

           D~;+ ADb = Db         (60)

           B^+ ABm ^ Bo,         (61)

            BTb + ABsb = Bsb         (62)

            5^ + ASd6 = 5t«,         (63)

            ~S7b + ASsb = Sab          (64)

26We assume that tj is constant for all household to simplify argument.
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  Then a balance of income and expenditure of financial institutions b is
as follows;

     ~M~h+ (1+iB)B^+ (1+v)!%+Db+fb+Ub
      = wNdb + Sb + Bb + {H-i)1Tb +Tb +Mb.     (65)

fb shows service fee of financial institutions. Ub represents subsidies from
government. TJ, is a corporation tax and equivalent to tpKb 27
  Then, nb is as follows;

 Trb := (Sb+Bb+Mb -Db) - [Wb+'Bb~+(l +v)S~b- {l+i)'Db]
       ~ ih+ibB]+vS~j+W'j+Ub)-(wNa+Tb). (66)
Since financial institutions are supplyer of deposit, signs on it's term are
negative.
  In the fourth, quantitative relation of general government g can be de-
scribed as follows;

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

           Bdg + ABdg = Bdg         (71)

          B7g + ABsg = Bsg        (72)

  We'll omit stock transaction and consumption by general government.
                                                                           n        mU3 represents all subsidies from government and it is Ug = ]T^ Ui + ^ Uj +
 k                                   »=i   j=i .
53 [/(,. Then a balance of income and expenditure of general government g
 6=1is followed;

       Wb+ {l+iB)~B~
g+ {l +i)~D~
g+T         = wNg+Bg+Dg+G+Mr       (73)

                         n     m     k
T shows the revenue and T = Y,Ti + HTj + H^- G is the governmnet
                      i=l   j=l   6=1
expenditure and G = rIg + Ug.

K Q + L = dQ + K t

u Q = u 9

N ig = N g

D g + A D g = D g

7tp is the same corporation tax rate above.
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 Then, government surplas -Kg is as follows;

     å Kg := (Bg+Dg+Mg) ~ (KTg +TTg+Wg)

        . = iB'B~g+Wg~+{T-G) -wNg.     (74)

  Now, summed up above formulas (50),(57) and (65) and (73) aggregated
in terms of each agent, balance of the whole society is as follows 28;

   ~M+ {l +i){:D~d-'D~
3)+(l +iB)B+{l+v)S+p(Z+y)  (75)               +qX.+rK+wNs+f+Ug
            *=p(c+Z) +q(x+X)+r(d+K)  (76)
          +wNi+S+B+(Dd-Ds) +G+M.  (77)

          n     m            k
Here,A, = £Dt+£Dj and D. s "£Db.
        j=i    j=\         t=i
  Therefore, Walras' Law can be described as follows in this case;

        P[c+Z- {y+~Z)} +q(x+X -X)     (78)
      +r(d+K-TC) +w(Nd-Ns)+(G- Ug)

         +[S- (1 +v)S} +[B- (1 +iB)B)     (79)
       +{D-{l+i)'B\+(M-f-M) =0.     (80)

Here, D = Dd - Ds and it shows net demand for deposit.
 And derived Net Worth II from this formula, it follows;

      U.:= (pZ+qX+rK+S+B+D+M)      (81)
       -(p'Z+q'X+rK+S+B+D+II)
      = (py+f+vS+iB'B+iD+Ug) -qx     (82)

          -rd- G - \pc - w(N, - Nd)].     (83)

 As mentioned above, these formulas are more complex than formulas in
section 3. However, their essential relation are unchaning.

5 International trade and General Equilib-

   rium

Now, we have't treated an international transaction at all until above sec-
tion. Then we have treated above only one currency in the world. However,
foreign currencies and goods are usually bought in trade in the real world.
How does above formulas in a general equilibrium system change?

28Tax T is canceled out in both sides.
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In this section, we consider an international trade between countries with
different currencies and the identities in the world. We'll treat only the Two
(small) Countries model Japan and America, since it is very simple.

Let us see how a balance of income and expenditure changes according to
different currency. Here, we'll treat three cases which are (l)both countries
pay by buyer's currency, (2)both pays by producer's currency, (3)both pays
by the same currency(i.e. dollar).

5.1 Balance of Payment by buyer's currency

First, we'll treat a case in which both Japan and America pay by each
country's currency when they buy goods. Here, we have next assumption
to simplify a story.

1. Both countries buy no raw materials.

2. There is no employment.

3. There are no inventories.

4. We omit domestic transaction in each country.

The point is that there is no production activity in each country and both
countries distribute endowments of goods to domestic consumption and ex-
port. We discribe a balance of income and expenditure using above formula
under this assumption. A quantitative relation of goods is as follows;

Vj = sj+ej (84)

Ha = sa +eA. (85)

A sum of domestic production y is equal to a sum of domestic sales s and
export e, and there are no inventries. ej = m^,eA = rtij: Subscription
represents a name of the country, J is Japan and A is America.

Moreover, each country holds foreign currencies respectively on the trade,
so it follows;

W]+~MJ -=Wj (86)

WA+M£=Jb ' ' (87)

Here, Mf shows Japanese currency yen which America holds and MAshows
American currency dollar which Japan holds. shows endowments.

Now, a balance of yen of Japan is as follows 29;

~M]+ EFS = EpAmj+ Mj. (88)

29We omit domestic transaction since it is cancelled out.
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  A balance of dollar is as follows;

      WA + P-^ = FS + MJ
A.    (89)

E is an exchange rate for yen, pA is an import price from America, pj is an
export price from Japan and Fa shows supply for dollar by the exchange.

 Substituting formula (89) for (88), it follows;

     ~Mj+ EMl +pjej = EpAmj + EMi + MJ.   (90)

This formula (90) is a fundamental (yen-dominated) form of balance of
payment of Japan with an international transaction. The first term on the
left hand side means endowments of Japanese yen, the second term means
endowments of American dollar and the third term is a sum of exports. The
first term on the right hand side is a sum of (yen-dominated) import , the
second term means an amount of dollar at the end of a term and the third
term is amounts of yen at the end of a term.
 Transformed it considering formula (86), it follows;

                 pjej - EpAmj      (91)
    = E{MJ
A - Mi) - [{Wj - Mj) -Jft]
     = [EMj
a - (Mj - MJ
j)} - (EMj
a -M^.     (92) This formula (92) represents Balance of Payment of Japan. The left
hand side shows Trade Balance of Japan and the first term on the final side
is an increment of dollar held by Japan. The second term is an increment
of yen held by America. These first and second terms show an increment
of net external assets of Japan (or an external asset at the end of a term
minus the assets at the beginning) 30.
  Similarly, we can also discribe Balance of Payment of America. First, a
balance of yen of America is as follows;

        Mf + EPAeA = EFd + Mj.      (93)

  And balance of dollar is as follows;

     M*+Fd = á"^+Ml    (94)

E is an exchange rate for yen, pj is an import price from Japan, pA is an
export price from America and Fd shows demand for dollar by the exchange.

30This simple example is a case in which there is no Services and Capital Balance, it
shows Ttade Balance and Balance of Monetary Movements as being balancing.
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 Substituting formula (94) for (93), it follows;

     Af? + EM$+ EpAeA = pjmA + EMA +Mf.   (95)

Similarly above, formula (95) is a fundamental (yen-dominated) form of a
balance of America with an international transaction. The first term on
the left hand side means endowments of yen of America, the second term
means endowments of dollar and the third term is a sum of (yen-dominated)
export. The first term on the left hand side is a sum of import, the second
term is an amount of dollar at the end of a term and the third term is an
amount of yen at the end of a term.
 Transformed this considering eqauation (87), it follows;

   EpAeA -PjmA = {Mj - ~M?) - E[Qfi- Mfi - Afl]
       = [M} - E(&2-Mfi] - {Mf -Mi).  (96)

  The left hand side shows Trade Balance of America, the first term on
the final side shows an increment of yen held by America, the second term
shows an increment of dollar held by Japans These first and second terms
show a net external asset of America, so formula (96) represents Balance of
Payments by yen of America.
  Now, how is the Walras' Law in a general equilibrium system changed in
this simple model? Summing up both sides above (90) and (95), it follows;

      Pj{mA - ej) +EpA{mj- eA) + [{Mj+ Mj)
   -(M]+M$)]+E[(MJ
A+Mi)-(Mi+rM*)}=0. ' (97)

  Therefore ,
   pAmA - ej) +EpA{mj -eA)+ (MJ+Mf-~M])
            +E{Mi+MAi-l4A~) ==0.  å  (98)

The first term on the left hand side shows Trade Balance of goods market in
Japan ( net export, the sign is negative), the second shows Trade Balance
in America, the third shows an excess demand of Japanese currency yen,
the fourth term shows an excess demand of dollar in a currency market. A
sum of these must be identically equal to zero.
  Moreover, a transaction on foreign exchange market is also generated in
the international transaction. For example, an excess demand on foreign
exchange market in Japan is as follows by formula (89) and (93);

 Fs-Fd=(^+2|£-Mi)-(M+pAe,_M) å 

  =(^-p^)+[(^-f)-(MJ-M-0]. (99)
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The first term round brackets on the final side show (dollar-dominated)
Trade Balance of Japan. The former round brackets in the second term
square brackets show an increment of yen held by America and the latter
round brackets show an increment of dollar held by' Japan, so the whole
square brackets show an increment of net external assets of America. Then
formula (99) shows that the trading profit on foreign exchange market is a
sum of Trade Balance of Japan and an increment of net external assets of
 America.

5.2 Balance of Payment by producer's currency

Now, how is the above fundamental relation changed by altering method of
payment? To make it clear, let us change method of payment as each coun-
try pays by producer's currency respectively. This assumption is opposite
 to above one.
  First, since a quantitative relation of goods and currency is unchanged,
formula (84), (85), (86) and (87) remain the same.
  A balance of yen of Japan is changed as follows;

        ~Mj +Pjej = EFd+ Mj.      (100)

pjyj is a sum of Japanese production, and pjsj is a sum of domestic trans-
action and EFd is (yen-dominated) a sum of buying dollar (selling yen).
  A balance of dollar of Japan is also changed as follows;

         Mi +Fd =pAmj + Mi.       (101)

PaTTIj shows a sum of (dollar-dominated) import from America.
 Substituting (101) for (100), but it follows;

     Mj+ EMj+Pjej = EpAmj + EMJ
A + Mj.
 This formula is the same as (90). Then Trade Balance formula is also
as follows;

   pjej - EpAmj = E{MJ
A - Mi) - [(M~j - Mj) -Jjf]        = [EMJ
A - (Wj - M/)] - (EMi -Mf).  (102)
And this formula is the same as (92).
  On the other side, a balance of yen of America is as follows;

        ~M~} + EFa = PjmA + Mj.      (103)

  A balance of dollar is as follows;
        H*+pAeA = Fs + MAi.      (104)

EF shows buying yen (or selling dollar).
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  Considering (85), it follows from both formulas ;

     ~M$+ EM$+ EpAeA =pjttia + EM% + Mf.

This formula is the same as (95).
  Moreover, Walras' Law with international transaction is also as follows;

    Pj{mA - ej) +EpA{mj -eA) + (Mj+M$ -Wj)
            +E{MJ
A + M% -JQ = Q.   (105)
This is the same as (98) here, too.
 Therefore, an international trading relation is unchanged by altering
method of payment.

5.3 Balance of Payment by dollar

If both trading countries always does international payments by key cur-
rency, how does the above change? Now, we assume that key currency in
the world is dollar and both Japan and America always pay by dollar.
 Quantitative formulas of goods and money remain the above (84),(85),(86)
and (87) here.
  Then a balance of yen of Japan is as follows;

Mj = EFd + Mj. (106)

EFd shows a sum of buying dollar yen-dominated ( or selling yen) 31.
A balance of dollar is as follows;

Mi + Fd + <y- = PAmj+ ML (107)Pjej

VJ^L shows a sum of export to America (dollar-dominated).
 Total balance of payment of Japan from both formulas is as follows;

     ~Mj + EMi +pjej = EpAmj + EMJ
A + Mj.

This formula becomes the same as (90) again.
 Total balance of America is as follows;

          ~Mf = EFd+ Mf.  å      (10

 A balance of dollar is as follows;

     M^+PAeA+Fd= ^+M^.   (10

3'Similarly to the above subsection 5.1, we assume that domestic transaction is can-
celledout.
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PaVa shows a sum of production of America, paSa shows a sum of domestic
purchases and EJ^A shows a sum of import from Japan (dollar-dominated).
Of course, this assumption means that both countries always need dollar.
 Substituting (109) for (108), it follows;

     ~MJ+ EM$+ EpAeA = Pjtua + EM$ + Mj.

This formula becomes the same as (95), too.
 Therefore, when we assume a key currency as means of settlement of
international transaction, balance formulas of both countries become the
same as the above result. Then Walras' Law is unchanged from the above
result (98), too.

    Pj{mA - ej)+EpA(mj -eA)+ (MJ+Mf -Wj)
            +E{MJ
A +Mi -WA) = 0.   (110)

  After all, it is clear that a balance formula with international trading
does not depend on a method of payment. What is changed by a kind
of currency is only a monetary balance formulas of each currency in each
country. However, the difference is canceled out in Balance of Payment of
each country.

5.4 Generalizing International trade System

Finally, we consider the more general model according to an assumption
which two countries,has transactions of raw materials, employments and
securities 32. Here, we assume that the means of settlement of international
transaction is buyer's currency.
  Considered the same social aggregation told in sebsection 3, a quan-
titative formula in Japan follows the next one. A balance of production
agencies and labor forces in Japan is as follows;

         ~XJ+bJ
j = xJ+exJ+XJ      (111)
        W+Ij = dJ+eKJ+KJ      (112)

          ~Z~j+yj = sj+ej+Zj       (113)
          NJ
dJ + NJ
dA = N}        (114)          Nij +NJ
sA = Ni.        (115)
b& shows a sum of purchases of raw materials from America, exj is a sum
of export of raw materials from Japan. Employment is discribed in supply
side and demand side separately, both are not always equivalent. Each

32Here, we omit stock and deposit in each country for simplification.
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superscription J and A shows Japanese and American.
  It is similar in Amercia, too.

         ~XA~+bA = xA+exA+XA      (116)

        ~K*+I% = dA+eKA+KA      (117)

         'ZA~+yA = sA +eA+ZA       (118)

           Nh+NAA = NA        (119)

          NAJ + NAA = NA.        (120)

  Holding currency and securities is as follows;

     WJ+AiA +B^ = MJ+MA +Bij+BfJ   (121)

     Mi+MA +BAA = Mi+MA+BAA+BJ
dA.   (122)
B^N is a sum of debts in country N and B%1
N shows purchases of securities(or sum of loans) in country M.
  Now, a quantitative relation of yen in Japan is as follows;

        My + BJ
sJ +wjNjj + EFa +pjsj
       = PjCj + qjbj +rAI]
A +rjlj + WjNJ
     +BJj + EpAmj + EqAbA + EBiA + MJ.     (123)

  A quantitative relation of dollar is also as follows;

  WA+Pj5L+9^L+^+B^=Fs+Mi (m)

  Therefore, total balance of payment of Japan is followed;

    (Mj + EWA) + (Bij + BAj) rf \pj{sj + ej) + qjexJ]  (125)

                 +wjN?j + rjeKJ
   = [pjcj + EpAmj) + (qjbj + EqAbJ
A) + {rAIJ
A +rjlj)       +WJNJ + (EBJ
dA + BJ
dJ) + (EMi+ MJ).  (126)
 Transformed it considering (115), it follows;

  [(MJ - M]) +E(MJ
A - Mi)} + [(BJ
dJ -BJj) +EBJA -BA} å  +[pj(cj - sj) - (pjej - EpAmj)] + [qjbj - {qjexJ - EqAbJ
A)\
    +[rjIj - (rjeKJ-rAIJ
A)}+wj(Ni - N^+N^) = O. (127)
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This (127) is an equilibrium balance of payment of Japan 33 This is just
Japanese Balance of Payment. Square brackets of the first term on the left
hand side are Monetary Account and the second square brackets are equiva-
lent to Capital Balance. The third square brackets show Current Balance in
goods market and the fourth show Current Balance in intermediate goods
market. The fifth square brackets show Current Balance in fixed capital
market. An excess demand of labor market of the final term on the left
hand side shows that labor supply by American in Japan is excluded.
 If we assume a sum of goods and intermediate goods markets with an
equilibrium state in the labor market, it shows current balance. Merging it
with Capital Balance is Overall Balance and adding Monetary Blance to it
derives well-known Balance of Payment.
 Now, Balance of Payment of America is similarly as follows;

  {{Mj - Mj) + E(MA - M*)] + [E(BAA - BAA) + B& - EBJ
dA]
 +[EpA(cA - sA) - {EpAeA -pjmA)} + [EqAb\ - {EqAexA - qjbj)]
   +[ErAIA - (ErAeKA -rjlj)) +EwA(NA -Nf+NA) =0. (128)

 Then, we can derive Walras' Law of this world model from formula (127)
and (128) 34.

(Mj +Mf -Wj)+E[MA
A +MJ
A -WA) + (BJ
dJ-BJ
sJ) +E(B*A- BfA)
   +Pj{cj - sj) + EpA(cA - sA) +qjbj + EqAbi +rjlj +ErAli
      +Wj(Nj -AT/+NjA) +EwA(N* -N?+N*) =0. (129)

 Then, transformed it considering formulas (111), (112), (113), (116),
(117) and (118), it follows;

(Mj + Mj -Jrj) + E(M* +_MJ
A - Mi) + (Bjj - BJ
3j) +£(5^- B*A) +Pj[{cj+ej+Zj) - (Zj+yj)} +EpA[{cA+eA+ZA) - [ZA+^)]
      +qj{xJ+exJ+XJ -XJ)+EqA{xA+exA+XA -XA)

 33We can derive the whole net worth in Japan in the same way as above using quan-
titative formulas, but we omit it here.
 34Since we assume Two Countries model here, ej = mA,eA - mj,exj = bA,eXA =
bA,eKj = Ij ,eKA = Ia- If we consider the more general one which does not guarantee
these relations, formula (129) is as follows;

 (Mj+Mj -Wj) +E(Mi +MJA -TPA)+{Bjj -Bjj)+E(B$A -B?A)
         +Pj[cj ~ {sj+ej -mA)] +EpA[cA - (sA +eA -mj)]
            +qj(pj - exJ + bj) + EqA{bi - exA +bJA)
            +rj(// - eKJ + Ij) + ErA{li - eKA + IJA)
         +wj{Ni -NJ
, +NJ
.A) +EwA(N£ -N? +N*,) =0.  (d)
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     +rj(dJ+eKJ+KJ -W) +rA(dA+eKA+KA -W)
     +wj{NJ- N]
s +NlJ +EwA(N* - N?+N*) =0. (130)

 Each term shows an excess demand respectively. The first brackets show
an excess demand of money market in Japan, the second brackets show one
of money market in America, the third brackets show a securities market in
Japan, the fourth brackets show one in America, the fifth and sixth show
goods markets in Japan and America, the seventh and eighth show interme-
diate goods markets in Japan and America, the ninth and tenth show fixed
capital markets in Japan and America and the llth and final show labor
markets in Japan and America. An excess demand in each term is iden-
tically equal to zero. Further, intermediate goods, fixed capital and labor
markets in both countries are excluding foreign raw materials, investments
to foreign countries and demand of foreign labor forces respectively. This is
Walars' Law in this world economic model 35.

6 Concluding Remarks

As mentioned above, it is clear that various transactions in economy from
the simplest transaction to an international one can be described by the
same framework. The framework is changed in a form on each economic
level or phase, and it is called budget constraint on micro economy or in-
dividual transaction, Double Entry Book-keeping on each company, System
of National Account on the whole countries and Balance of Payment on in-
ternational transaction. However, these are only various transformations of
the same general equilibrium system and the condition under that is Walras'
Law.
  When we sum up of transaction in all of countries or international trade,
it must be noted that labor forces aren't identical with production agency.
Labour doesn't have an account like companies generally and he only acts
as a consumer. Therefore, that gives a kind of variation of account to a

 35If we don't assume a balance of import and export between both countries, as it is
told by equation (d) in the above footnote 34, (130) is changed as follows;
 {Mj+Mf -Wj) +£(Atf_+Mi-Mi)+(bI, -B/,) +E(B& -BfA)

   +Pj\(cj+Zj+mA) - (Zj+yj)] +EpA[(cA +ZA+mj) - {ZA +yA)\
        +qj{xJ +XJ +bj -'x1) +EqA(xA +XA +bA -~5c*)
         +Tj(d] +KJ+1$ -W) +rA(dA +KA +IJA -1<A~)
        +wj{NJ -Nj+NJ
aA)+EwA(N£ -N? +N?j) s0.  (e)
 In this case, import terms are just substituted for export terms in formula (130) re-
spectively. However, the economic interpretation of this formula is the same as the main
text of this paper
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general economic system. It causes that it's hard to consider individual
account and social account are the same essentially.

And it is clear that an exchange rate and means of settlement by kinds
of money are not essential in international transaction, too. As we told,
it's easy to enlarge a general equilibrium system to the international model,
and Walras' Law also remains the same here.

Thus, we see that various economic transactions and account rules can
be treated as economic theory within one framework of a general equilibrium
system. Many economic issues and topics are only one part of that. This
fact is elementary but important.
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Appendix

A A Fundamental Framework of Open Macro
Model

We'll describe a basic frame of an open macro model here. Accounting rules
in this main subject does not need to receive influence fundamentally. For
simplification, we exclude stocks and deposit, interest and dividends again
here 36.

At first, if we add government sector as an economy agency, budget
constraint of government will follow;

Mjc+MAG+BsG+T= G+BdG+MJG+MAG. (131)

MjG is a balance carried forward of yen, MAGis a balance carried for-
ward of dollar, Bsc is national debt publication, T is tax revenue , G is
government expenditure, BdG is bond purchase by government, MjG is a
balance of yen carried forward to the next term and MaG is a balance of
dollar carried forward to the next term here. When we consider this ex-
pression and think about total income and expenditure expression of macro
economy, we get next equation equal to the former equation (127)...

[(Mj -Wj) + E(MA -JTA)} + \{BdJ - BsJ) + EBdA - B&]

+\Pj{cj - sj) - (pjej - EpAmj)\ + (G -T)

+[qjbj - (qjexJ - EqAbA)\

+[rjlj-(rjeKJ-rAIA)}+wj(Nd-Ns+NsA) =0. (132)

Prom this,

[(Mj - Wj) +E(MA - JQ] + (BdJ - BsJ)

+[{rjlj + rAIA) - (pjsj - pjcj - qjbj - {G -T))]

+wj(Nd - Ns+NsA)

=(B$j - EBdA) + {(pjej + qjexJ + rjeKJ) - {EpAmj + bEqAbA)}. (133)

The first term square brackets on the left side are an excess demand of
money, the second term round brackets shows an excess demand of bond, the
third term square brackets means an excess demand of goods or investment

36The basis of income and expenditure type including these factors was shown at
section4, but see Okishio(lO) about a develop version including government sector and
derivation of the equation.
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/ savings balance and the fourth term is ah excess demand of labor.
Because the first term round brackets on the right side show a capital

balance and the second term square brackets show a current balance, both
become a usual Balance of Payments.

Therefore if we simplify this and represent it, it follows;

M+B+X+N=P (134)

"shows an excess demand here. P is a balance of payments. Now if
we assume that there is an existence of disequilibrium in labor market or
unemployment, this equation is as follows;

M+B+X=P. (135)

Nowan open macro model usually is expressed by the following basic
relation.

MJ+BJ+XJ= P (136)

_MA+BA+XA=-P (137)

Five endogenous variables such as Japanese good price pj, American
good price pA, Japanese interest rate ij, American interest rate iA and
exchange rate E are decided by this system.

Walras law is as follows;

MJ+BJ+XJ+MA+BA+XA =0. (138)

Therefore, an equilibrium condition can be written like next 37.

BJ=0,XJ=0,BA=0,XA=0,P=0.

37Of course, it is possible to express this equilibrium condition like next.

BJ=0,XJ=Q,BA=0,XA=0,MA=0.




